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Abstract

A current challenge in augmented reality applications is the accurate superimposition of synthetic objects on real

objects within the environment. This challenge is heightened when the real objects are in motion and/or are non-rigid.

In this article, we present a robust method for real-time, optical superimposition of synthetic objects on dynamic, rigid

and simple-deformable real objects. Moreover, we illustrate this general method with the VRDA Tool, a medical

education application enabling the visualization of internal human knee joint anatomy on a real human knee.
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1. Introduction

In a large range of fields, the ability to enhance reality

with synthetic information is an exciting alternative to

traditional methods of presenting information. Applica-

tions where computer-generated objects are employed to

augment the perception of the real environment are

referred to as augmented reality (AR) applications. AR

technology typically includes input devices that enable

users to interact with the synthetic world and output

devices to allow them to visualize the augmented

environment. Input devices can be as simple as key-

boards or as complex as tracking systems that are used

to determine the location and orientation of real objects

in the environment. For example, the point of view of a

user in the synthetic world, which is typically considered

correlated to the user’s head orientation in the real

world, is obtained by tracking the head of the user. The

output device corresponds to the visualization of

computer-generated synthetic objects. A common out-

put device is the head-mounted display (HMD). Varia-

tions of HMDs that are used in AR applications include

optical see-through, video see-through HMD [1], and

projective see-through [2].

A significant challenge in AR applications is the

correct superimposition of synthetic objects on real

objects within the environment. Real and synthetic

objects must be placed into register, that is, spatial

coincidence, from a common reference. The super-

imposition becomes more challenging when the real

objects are moving. In general, real objects are

considered rigid with respect to tracking, which repre-

sents only a subset of the possibilities given that the real

objects in the environment may be non-rigid. The

contribution of this article is to present a method for

dynamic superimposition that is robust, accurate,

interactive-speed, and applicable to rigid and simple-

deformable real objects. The method presented is

applied to the Virtual Reality Dynamic Anatomy

(VRDA) Tool, a visualization system developed for

the study of complex joint motions [3]. Furthermore, the

method presented here is applicable to other areas of
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AR, including surgical assistance, engineering applica-

tions, military simulation, and entertainment.

In the following sections, we first discuss related work

in augmented reality, tracking, and anatomical motion

tracking. We then summarize the calibration technique

associated with the dynamic superimposition detailed in

Argotti et al. [4,5], and focus the contribution of the

paper on detailing the real-time, dynamic superimposi-

tion method, which was first summarized in Argotti et al.

(2001) [4,5]. Finally, we demonstrate the method as it

applies to the VRDA Tool, present visual results of the

superimposition, and discuss the future direction of the

research.

2. Previous work

For correct superimposition within AR applications,

real objects must be located or tracked and synthetic

objects must be displayed accordingly. Primarily, the

focus in AR research is upon tracking the motion of

objects within the environment that are considered rigid.

For instance, Sutherland [6], Caudell and Mizell [7], and

Feiner et al. [8] implemented rigid head tracking.

Developments for tracking rigid objects within AR

applications also included quantification of sources of

registration error [9], the use of predictive filtering to

improve tracking performance [10,11], and inside-out

optical tracking [12].

In superimposing synthetic objects on real objects,

most AR applications treat the objects rigidly and thus

apply static registration methods. Among the research in

static registration methods for AR, Mellor introduced a

static marker-based tracking method that was able to

recover depth information using a single video source

[13]. Grimson et al. created an AR system that featured

interactive updates of a patient’s brain using MRI data

[14]. Fuchs et al. developed a system to aid in

laparoscopic surgery that used structured light patterns

for tracking [15].

Furthermore, dynamic superimposition (i.e. the ob-

jects as well as the user position are dynamic) within AR

applications has been typically limited to rigid objects.

Bajura and Neumann used a closed loop registration

correction method to enhance dynamic superimposition

[16]. Uenohara and Kanade implemented a method to

dynamically track rigid objects using the video outputs

of cameras in a video see-through HMD [17]. State et al.

implemented an occlusion-resistant, hybrid tracking

scheme to achieve dynamic superimposition [18]. In

the realm of wearable computing, Starner et al. created a

system to aid in everyday tasks [19], while Billinghurst

and Kato developed a system that used a dynamic

collaborative writing surface [20].

In recent years, however, there has been increased

interest in tracking the motion of non-rigid objects.

Halvey and Weinshall implemented a method for

tracking non-rigid objects in video sequences based

upon optical flow methods [21]. Comaniciu et al.

implemented a method for tracking non-rigid objects

based upon statistical properties [22]. Within the context

of tracking non-rigid, dynamic objects, one of the most

challenging tracking tasks is tracking the motion of

human anatomy. Spoor and Veldpaus published a

method for calculating rigid body motion from the

spatial coordinates of markers that has been adapted to

tracking skeletal motion [23]. In addition, techniques

have been devised that address the problems associated

with accurately tracking anatomical motion [24,25].

In fact, much is known about the motion of

anatomical structures, but they still pose a significant

challenge to inclusion within AR systems. Aside from

the fact that markers cannot be directly positioned on

bones in daily settings, anatomical structures can be also

non-rigid. This characteristic increases the difficulty of

registering real anatomical structures with synthetic

structures in three dimensions. Moreover, attempting

to track anatomical structures at interactive speed while

maintaining registration of synthetic objects is especially

challenging. In this paper, we examine the problem of

tracking simple-deformable bodies within an augmented

reality system and present a general method for

dynamically superimposing synthetic objects on these

real objects at interactive speeds.

3. Method overview

The overall method includes calibration and dynamic

superimposition procedures. Both procedures assume

the use of a marker-based tracking system capable of

providing the 3D location of the markers. A cluster of

markers placed on its surface defines each real object in

the system. The procedures also assume the use of a

stereoscopic display device with markers attached to it

for determining the location and orientation of the head

of the user.

In the method presented, we call the tracker

coordinate system the global coordinate system or

global frame. Moreover, for each object in the environ-

ment (real or synthetic), we associate a local coordinate

system or local frame, as shown in Fig. 1. We refer to the

transformation matrices between coordinate systems

within the environment as links. Objects that have an

expressed transformational relationship between one

another are referred to as linked objects. Simple-

deformable objects are defined as objects that are

slightly changing in shape compared to an equivalent

rigid object. The change in shape can be quantified by

the change in the eigenvalues of the dispersion matrix

associated with a cluster of markers placed on the

object [4].
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The general steps of the basic calibration procedure

detailed in [4] can be summarized as follows: First, the

local coordinate frames for the real objects in the system

are defined and computed based upon the cluster of

markers placed on them. The computation is based on

computing a dispersion matrix of the markers around

their centroid, as well as the eigenvectors and eigenva-

lues of this matrix. The eigenvectors of the dispersion

matrix are chosen to define the local frames. An

optimization method for accounting for all markers

around the real objects in the computation of the

eigenvectors was detailed in [4]. The local coordinates of

all markers are now known. Next, the correspondence

between real and synthetic objects is determined in the

environment based on the registration of landmarks

present on both objects. The correspondence is estab-

lished by expressing the coordinates of each landmark in

both coordinate frames, and computing the scaling,

translation and rotation matrices that bring these

landmarks in best correspondence according to a root

mean-square error. The scaling is in fact done first by

computing a mean scaling as well as its standard

deviation for all the landmarks and establishing whether

uniform scaling is appropriate or not for that object [4].

Finally, the optical properties of the system are

quantified. The calibration steps, expressed in a flow-

chart, are shown in Fig. 2.

The work presented hereafter focuses on the dynamic

superimposition process now summarized and detailed

in Section 4. The first step in the dynamic super-

imposition procedure is to measure the global locations

of at least three markers on each real object. Given also

the location of these markers in their local coordinate

frame, which were obtained during the calibration

process, an optimization method described in Section

4.1 is applied to estimate the rotation and translation

matrices that yield the measured global coordinates

when applied to the local coordinates. The local motion

of markers on a simple-deformable object is managed

during this step. Next, because there may be a need for

collision detection and/or motion constraints between

linked objects within the environment, the transforma-

tion matrix which links the real objects is used as an

input to a kinematic model of motion [26]. The last step

is the stereoscopic rendering process that combines all

the required transformation matrices and allows defin-

ing the connection between the real and synthetic world.

Included in the final step is the correction of optical

distortion that may be introduced by the display device.

The steps of the dynamic superimposition, expressed in a

flowchart, are shown in Fig. 3.

4. Dynamic superimposition process

The dynamic superimposition process requires con-

tinually locating all real objects in the environment from

the visible markers and accounting for occluded

markers. Furthermore, the process can be optimized

by pre-assigning a level of fidelity to each marker, which

will also be described in Section 4.1. The process further

requires the computation of the relative position and

orientation of the real objects. Finally, it requires

rendering the synthetic objects. The superimposition

method is robust, taking into account noise in the

tracking data.
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Fig. 1. Representation of the coordinate systems of the real objects in the overall system: The tracker whose coordinate system is the

global coordinate system; The head of the user; And two real objects perceived by the user. The synthetic objects that will get overlaid

on the real objects also have their own separate associated coordinate systems.
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4.1. Locating real objects with all markers visible

The result of the calibration process is the transfor-

mation matrix from the synthetic object frames to the

real object frames. To properly display synthetic objects

from the eye viewpoint, the matrix describing the

transformation from the real object local frame to the

global frame is needed.

Given n markers on the surface of the real object, if xi

is the ith real object marker coordinate expressed in its

local frame, and yi is the ith real object marker

coordinate expressed in the global frame, then the
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Necessary?
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Objects

Determine
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Objet to Real

Object
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Determine Local
Coordinate System

of Synthetic
Objects
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Fig. 2. The calibration process.
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desired transformation transforms xi into yi: The

transformation can be decomposed into a rotation

matrix, R; and a translation vector, T : Scaling is

unnecessary because the transformation is between

normalized frames. Thus, the relationship between xi

and yi is

yi ¼ Rxi þ T with iA½1; n�: ð1Þ

Furthermore, the data from the tracking system are

intrinsically noisy and, in the case of a simple-deform-

able object, the markers may move with respect to each

other. To take into account both the noise of the

tracking data and the possible relative motion of the

markers, a weight is applied to each marker to represent

its fidelity. The more a marker moves or is subject to

noise, the smaller will be its weight in order to assign

more importance to the higher fidelity markers.

The weight for each marker is determined as an

iterative process. From the extended position of the leg

during the calibration procedure, a local frame was

defined based on the eigenvectors of the dispersion

matrix computed from the distribution of markers

around their centroid. The impact of the leg being a

simple deformable model is the change in the distribu-

tion of markers around their centroid, and therefore the

change of the local frame. Therefore, to assess the

relative motion of each marker around their centroid, we

conduct repeated measures (e.g. 20) of the local frame,

as defined during the calibration procedure, but now

after the leg goes through a full cycle of flexion–

extension. The relative displacement Dx of each marker
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Fig. 3. The dynamic superimposition process.
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with respect to the centroid between two consecutive

local frames is computed using

Dxi ¼ x0
i � xi: ð2Þ

The average variation Dx measured over at least 20

repeated measures is computed. The error or sensitivity

of each marker location is then determined by compar-

ing the tracking system precision to the current marker

relative motion and taking the largest value. Thus, the

weight of the ith marker, wi is then given by

wi ¼ 1 �
ErroriPn
i¼0 Errori

; ð3Þ

where n is the total number of markers. In Section 4.2,

we shall expressed how these weights should be modified

if all markers are not visible.

Given a set of weights, for each position of the leg

during motion, the matrix R and the vector T that

transform the local coordinate of a marker into its

global coordinate as expressed by Eq. (1) are then

estimated using least-squares minimization. The error,

e; to minimize is given by

eðR;TÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi8yi � Rxi � T82; ð4Þ

which can be solved using SVD [27]. Once estimated, R

and T are arranged in a 4	 4 matrix format. Expres-

sions of R and T are derived in the Appendix. We chose

to implement a method based on SVD [32] because this

classical optimization method is robust [28], gives the

best possible solution at all times, is computationally

efficient [29], and converges quickly to a solution.

4.2. Locating real objects with occluded markers

During the tracking process, some markers may not

be detected by the tracking system, while other markers

are detected. Since we are weighting the marker

coordinates to give more importance to the markers

that are less perturbed by measurement noise and by

relative motion on the real object, we now limit the

computation to take into account only markers that

have been detected. In this case, we have to compute the

new weight, w0
i associated to the ith marker whose

current weight is wi:

w0
i ¼

wiPn
j¼1 wj 
 VisibleðjÞ

; ð5Þ

where n is the total number of markers of the current

real object, and VisibleðjÞ is a function that gives 1 if the

jth marker is detected and 0 otherwise. Finally, we can

determine the optimal solution for R and T using SVD,

resulting in the transformation from the real object local

frame to the global frame, as detailed in Section 4.1.

This determination is robust because SVD is an

optimization technique.

4.3. Computation of relative position and orientation

of real objects

We have determined the transformation matrices,

Mg ri; that relate the global coordinate system to the

local coordinate system of the ith real object. We shall

now determine the transformation from one real object

local frame to another by multiplying matrices. Mo1 o2;
the transformation from the local frame of object 2 to

object 1, is then given by

Mo1 o2 ¼ M�1
g o1 
 Mg o2: ð6Þ

We compute a matrix inverse to determine Mo1 o2

instead of resorting to SVD, because the computation

of the inverse transformation matrix is not computa-

tionally intensive. Also, in the SVD method, the scaling,

rotation and translation matrices are computed indivi-

dually, as opposed to a four by four matrix, given by

direct inversion.

After computing the link between objects, the method

may include a control process to account for the motion

of objects with respect to each other. In this case, the

transformation matrices describing the global position

and orientation for each real object are given as entries

in lookup tables. The lookup tables describe the motion

between real objects and give the accurate location and

orientation of their synthetic counterparts to avoid

collision. The location and orientation information can

be used to modify the synthetic object transformation

matrices. A kinematic model applied in a pre-computed

lookup table allows optimization of the speed of

rendering [10].

4.4. Rendering synthetic objects

The last part of the dynamic superposition process is

the rendering of synthetic objects for each eye view and

the correction of optical deformations introduced by the

HMD optics. Thus, the HMD specifications and user

parameters are required for proper placement of the

synthetic objects within the application [30]. Moreover,

it may be necessary to have a means for correcting

residual optical distortions in the HMD for proper

visualization of the synthetic objects [28].

User head tracking or equivalently display device

tracking is utilized in order to extract user head location

and orientation. As detailed in Section 4.1, SVD is

applied to find the transformation matrix, Mg h; from

the display device or equivalently head local frame, h; to

the global frame, g: The transformation matrices Msn re

and Msn le from the user’s right eye (re) and left eye (le),

respectively, to the synthetic object n (i.e. sn), are

computed as

Mre sn ¼ Mre h 
 Mh g 
 Mg rn 
 Mrn sn; ð7Þ
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Mle sn ¼ Mle h 
 Mh g 
 Mg rn 
 Mrn sn; ð8Þ

where Mh re is the transformation matrix from the right

eye frame to the user’s head frame, Mh le is the

transformation matrix from left eye frame to the head

frame, Mrn g is the transformation matrix from the

global frame to the real object n frame, and Mrn sn is the

transformation matrix from the synthetic object n frame

to the real object n frame. In OpenGL, we set the

modelview matrix to Mre sn and Mle sn before rendering

the synthetic object n:
To correct the residual optical distortion present in

the display device, we apply the rendered image on a

deformed polygon mesh by texture mapping [31]. We

define the optical distortion for each eye and compute a

polygon mesh for each eye that combines the optical

distortion and corrects it. The textures applied on these

meshes are images of the synthetic scene rendered off-

screen, via the pixel buffer in OpenGL.

5. An application: dynamic superimposition of a knee

joint on a patient’s leg

The method described for dynamic superimposition in

augmented reality systems is well suited for implementa-

tion in complex AR systems. The Virtual Reality

Dynamic Anatomy (VRDA) Tool is a system that

allows medical practitioners to visualize anatomical

structures superimposed on their real counterparts. To

realize this effect, the medical practitioners wear a HMD

to view a computer graphics model of the knee super-

imposed on the real leg of a model patient. In the

following sections, we demonstrate how the method is

integrated within the VRDA Tool (Fig. 4).

5.1. System setup

The knee is one of the most complex anatomical

human joints with regards to its structure and its

motion. Fortunately, the complexity of motion is not a

limiting factor in the proposed method. In order to

demonstrate the methods, we treat the leg as two

separate real objects and the virtual model as their

synthetic counterparts; the first object is associated with

the femur and the second object is associated with the

tibia. They are naturally linked together. The 3D models

we are using to represent the complete knee joint

anatomy are high-resolution models from Viewpoint

Corporation, acquired by digitizing the anatomy of a

cadaver. The tracking system we employ is an optical

tracker, OPTOTRAKt, which uses active, infrared

LEDs as markers. The choice of this system is based

upon its resolution, robustness against common pertur-

bations, and speed. The display device is a prototype

see-through bench mounted display. We are currently

using a Silicon Graphics Deskside Onyx2 with an

Infinite Reality2 graphics pipeline to run the application.

We perform both computations and stereoscopic ren-

dering on this computer. However, we can consider the

leg segments as rigid objects only as a first approxima-

tion. The muscles and the skin create many perturba-

tions in the 3D marker locations with respect to the

bones that must be taken into consideration for optimal

performance [36]. Therefore the methods presented are

necessary for full optimization of the optical super-

imposition.

5.2. Application of the method

Each part of the real leg is tracked independently. To

find the best location of the markers, we considered the

shape of the leg and chose the marker locations where

they would probably move the least [20]. Also, the

correspondence between the real object and the synthetic

object is realized by defining some common landmarks.

We defined the landmarks in places where there is less

flesh, allowing the landmarks to be closer to the bones to

reduce scaling or location errors. The synthetic model is

scaled based on some landmarks location measure

(Fig. 5).

To estimate the relative motion of the markers on the

leg, we made 1000 measurements of the global 3D

location of the markers over a 10 s interval of standard

motion for the leg. We found that the maximum

standard deviation of the motion of markers is less than

15 mm. In a first implementation, weights were assigned

accordingly. While it was beyond the scope of the first

implementation, optimal weights can be established by

redefining the local frames attached to each object over

repeated measures as described in the overall mathema-

tical framework, and iterating the process until the error
Fig. 4. The VRDA Tool: from markers on a real leg to a see-

through head-tracked bench-mounted display.
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function given by Eq. (4) reaches a minimum. For the

eyepoints location from which the projection of the

scene is rendered, we chose the centers of rotation of

the eyes [33]. The field of view of the HMD is 26.111 and

the display resolution is 640	 480 pixels. We also

applied a coating to the LCD displays to minimize the

pixelization of our synthetic objects [34]. Finally, by

applying a kinematic model of motion to the synthetic

objects, collisions between the synthetic objects can be

avoided [10,35]. We adopted an approach where the

entry is the transformation between the two synthetic

objects and the table returns the real-time location of the

synthetic objects. The technique allows a smooth,

realistic motion without collisions.

5.3. Results and discussion

The implementation of the methods presented allows

superimposition at interactive-speed. We are currently

able to achieve frame rates of up to 26.6 Hz. Further-

more, because of the choice of the SVD method and the

enhancement of noise attenuation, the superimposition

process is robust. Two views of the dynamic super-

imposition are shown in Fig. 6.

In the first implementation of the methods, we

currently use the minimum number of markers that

insures that the tracker sees as least three from each

viewpoint and camera, a requirement of the tracker.

Furthermore, the markers are currently mostly located

at key anatomical landmark points as described in the

paper to minimize the motion of the markers with

respect to the skin during leg flexion–extension. Future

work will investigate the potential enhancement of the

methods by uniformly distributing markers on the leg,

combined with control points at key anatomical

landmarks. Based on the optical tracker maximum

marker rate (i.e. for one marker) of 3500 Hz, increasing

the number of markers beyond about 100 will affect

the update rate of the superimposition if all markers

are sequentially activated. However in the case of the

leg, further optimization of the tracking algorithm

may be established by flashing only markers visible

from the user viewpoint. According to the current

methods and the current implementation with 16

markers, the number of markers does not limit the

frame rate.

Regarding the quantification of the methods, it is not

currently possible to perform such quantification mean-

ingfully given that we do currently use a generic

anatomical joint model rather than a real patient specific

model. The visual superimposition indicates however
Fig. 5. Ten selected landmarks to associate the real knee with

the virtual knee.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. A flexion (a) and partial extension (b) of the leg of a model patient demonstrating the optical superimposition of knee joint

anatomy on a real leg.
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that accuracy in registration is around 5–10 mm r.m.s.

error. Performance measures following the optimization

of the number of markers as well as their individual

weight, combined with MRI patient specific models is

under investigation and will be reported in future work.

Finally, long term research will also demonstrate

deformable structures such as ligaments and muscles

with respect to the bones as well. A static super-

imposition in extension is demonstrated in Fig. 7.

Applications of augmented reality methods presented

here will be further extended to perform full body

motion capture.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a robust method that

allows real-time, optical superimposition of synthetic

objects on dynamic rigid and simple-deformable real

objects. We illustrated these methods with the VRDA

Tool, a medical education application for the visualiza-

tion of internal anatomy on real human anatomy. In the

demonstration, while the deformable structures of the

knee joint are accounted for in part in the kinematic

model we established in previous work, we currently

represent solely the internal motion of the bones on a

subject. Furthermore we currently employ a generic

knee joint model. Therefore, while the visual rendering

indicates accuracy in registration between 5 and 10 mm

r.m.s. error, it is non-meaningful to further quantify the

registration until we complete the development and

implementation of the methods for patient specific

models. Generic models can ultimately be employed

after advanced methods of anatomical scaling of generic

models to patient specific models have been developed,

implemented, and validated.
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Appendix

We chose to use a least-squares method to find R and

T ; minimizing the weighted error, e; defined as

eðR;TÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi8yi � Rxi � T82;

where yi is the ith marker coordinate defined in the real

object global frame and xi is the ith marker coordinate

defined in the real object local frame, wi is the weight of

the ith marker that quantifies the robustness of the

marker data against noise measurements and its relative

motion on the real object.

We define and compute new coordinates with respect

to the weighted centroids, x and y; of the markers in

each frame given by

x0
i ¼ xi � x and y0

i ¼ yi � y; 8i; 1pipn;

where

x ¼
Pn

i¼1 wixiPn
i¼1 wi

and y ¼
Pn

i¼1 wiyiPn
i¼1 wi

:

The error function can be rewritten as

eðR;TÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi8y0i � Rx0
i � T 082

Fig. 7. A superimposition with full internal anatomy.
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with

T 0 ¼ T � y þ Rx:

Moreover, we can perform a Taylor Series expansion of

e; and taking into account the fact thatXn

i¼1

wix
0
i ¼ 0 and

Xn

i¼1

wiy
0
i ¼ 0;

we obtain

eðR;TÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi8y0i � Rx0
i8

2

� 2T 0
Xn

i¼1

wi y0iRx0
i

� �
þ

Xn

i¼1

wi

 !
8T 082

¼
Xn

i¼1

wi8y0i � Rx0
i8

2 þ
Xn

i¼1

wi

 !
8T 082:

Minimizing with respect to T 0; we must have

8T 082 ¼ 0 ) T ¼ y � Rx:

We can then write e as a function of R as

eðRÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi8y0i � Rx0
i8

2:

Expanding e; it can be written as

eðRÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi y0i � Rx0
i

� �t
y0i � Rx0

i

� �
ðscalarsÞ

¼
Xn

i¼1

wi y0ti y0i þ x0t
i RtRx0

i � y0ti Rx0
i � x0t

i Rty0i
� �

:

By applying Rt R ¼ I ; e reduces to

eðRÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wi y0ti y0i þ x0t
i x0

i � 2y0ti Rx0
i

� �
:

Thus, because the products y0ti y0i
� �

and x0t
i x0

i

� �
are

scalars, minimizing eðRÞ is equivalent to maximizing a

function of R defined as

f ðRÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wiy
0t
i Rx0

i:

At this point, the idea is to solve the maximization of

f ðRÞ; then use SVD to solve for R: Furthermore, when R

is found, T is obtained by

T ¼ y � Rx:

Finally f ðRÞ can be rewritten as

f ðRÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

wiy
0t
i Rx0

i ¼ Trace
Xn

i¼1

wiRx0
iy

0t
i

 !

¼ TraceðRHÞ;

where (with some computation),

H ¼
Xn

i¼1

wix
0
iy

0t
i :

From this equality, we can apply the following lemma:

Lemma. For any positive definite matrix AAt; and any

orthogonal matrix B, we have

TraceðAAtÞXTraceðBAAtÞ

Proof. Let ai be the ith column of A. Then, (with some

computation)

TraceðBAAtÞ ¼ TraceðAtBAÞ

¼
X3

i¼1

at
i ðB aiÞ:

But, by the Schwarz inequality [18],

at
i ðB aiÞp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðat

iaiÞðat
iB

tB aiÞ
q

¼ at
iai:

Hence

TraceðBAAtÞp
X3

i¼1

at
iai ¼ TraceðAAtÞ:

As an intermediate result, we conclude that if we can

decompose RH to a form AAt; which is positive

definitive, then TraceðRHÞ will maximize f ðRÞ; by the

previously stated lemma. Also, by maximizing f ðRÞ; R

will be determined.

SVD helps to solve this problem. We take the SVD of

H to be

H ¼ U G V t;

where U and V are orthonormal matrices, and G (the

matrix of singular values) is a diagonal matrix with non-

negative elements expressed as

G ¼

g1 0 0

0 g2 0

0 0 g3

0
B@

1
CA

¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
g1

p
0 0

0
ffiffiffiffiffi
g2

p
0

0 0
ffiffiffiffiffi
g3

p
0
BB@

1
CCA

ffiffiffiffiffi
g1

p
0 0

0
ffiffiffiffiffi
g2

p
0

0 0
ffiffiffiffiffi
g3

p
0
BB@

1
CCA

¼ CCt:

Let X ¼ VU t; which is orthonormal, then

XH ¼ V U tU GV t ¼ V C Ct V t:

Let A ¼ V C; then

X H ¼ A At:

XH is symmetrical and positive definite. Thus, among

all orthonormal matrices, X maximizes the function

f ðRÞ ¼ TraceðRHÞ:
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Finally, the minimum of the error function e(R,T)

occurs when

X ¼ VU t:

We have two possible results because VU t is orthonor-

mal, meaning the determinant of X is 1 or �1.

If DetðVU tÞ ¼ 1; the orthonormal matrix X is a

rotation, and

R ¼ VU t:

If DetðVU tÞ ¼ �1; the orthonormal matrix X is a

reflection. We can find the corresponding rotation by

R ¼ V

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 �1

0
B@

1
CAU t:

T is then found by

T ¼ y � Rx ’
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